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Step Into A Sustainable 
and Healthy World...



Clients love us for our quality 
craftsmanship and commitment to 
health and sustainability. 
We deliver ideas and superb 
solutions.

Workable, livable and affordable… 
We can help produce any aspect of your 
future building needs, with architectural 

and landscape planning.
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It’s Appetizing
Contemporary kitchen design



Relaxing
Ample and flexible living room space



Comfortable media rooms 

Spacious
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Master bedroom with retractable skylight feature

Inviting



buschdesign.comMaster bathroom design with canyon views

Refreshing



View of the coast and mountains

Luminous



Transforming PersonalizingBeautifying



Accommodating



Environmental 

Drought Tolerant Landscaping



Great Light, Design, and Comfort



Studio and guest house at night buschdesign.comTrancas Canyon Project /

Versatile



Studio conference room and turtle and koi rescue pond

Integrated
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Looking from studio with turtle and koi rescue pond, canyon and mountain views

Inspiring
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Compliant, Sustainable, and Healthy Environments for your Family



From conceptual drawings to finished homes
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Planning



 

SCOPE OF SERVICES
We are a full service design/build group specializing in healthy 
and sustainable architecture, drought tolerant landscape, 
ponds and pools, interior design, and construction services.

Included in our Architectural, Landscape, and Interior Design 
services proposal are the following phases of work:

   1. Programming–determining the client’s needs and 
       requirements.
   2. Schematic Design–putting the client’s needs into a floor 
       plan suited to their aesthetics and family needs.

       sections through the house, including all requirements to 
       be awarded a building permit.
   5. Bidding and Negotiations–assist in procuring bids for all 
       sub-contractors, including negotiations and multiple sub-
       contractor bidding.
   6. Construction Observation–weekly meetings to review 
       construction and any issues to be worked out with 
       contractor and client. 

   3. Design Development–space planning, traffic patterns 
       through the house, room volumes, aesthetic continuity.  
   4. Construction Drawings–all floor plans, elevations, and 

DevelopmentD



Construction views

Construction /Administration



Next level stairway for planted roof plan with children’s maze
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We are architects, designers, 
contractors and scientists with over 
40 years of combined knowledge 
and expertise—this provides us with 
a unique perspective from many 
different fields. We offer the best 
solutions for each project, with a 
single source of responsibility from 
project start to completion.

Whether you are looking for a full 
home makeover, or a new home 
built from the ground up, our team 
offers an array of services and 

construction methods that provide 
the healthiest sustainable housing 
solutions—building sustainable, 
healthier homes and a healthier 
planet.

Through extensive research and 
scientific testing, we are constantly 
exploring the latest technology 
for producing healthier homes for 
everyone. We also recognize the 
rising need for all people to have 
access to healthy homes produced 

without harmful toxins using higher- 
quality construction methods, 
sustainable building practices, 
and great design. 

These discoveries have inspired 
our team in our continued mission 
to be a leading provider of the 
world’s healthiest housing. We are 
committed to and driven by the 
belief that we can help change lives 
and our planet one square foot at a time. ©2019 BuschDesignBuild

At Busch Design Build, our 
team of leed-certified designers 
and environmental scientists 
collaborate to bring you custom, 
renovated, and healthy homes 
with contemporary design.
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Arial view at near completion
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Hilltop home, studio / guest house, and pool with cabana
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